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Summer Message to Our 
Affiliate Organizations

Kevin Corwin
Hello Fellow Bluebirders!

Your Regional Representatives have been busy these 
past few months, starting a dialog with each of you 

that we expect will improve our ability to provide you the 
kind of support that will, in turn, improve your ability to 
do the things you do best—conserve bluebird populations 
throughout North America.

We have had some difficulties making contact with a few 
of you, so if you have not yet heard from your Regional 
Rep, please don’t hesitate to contact him/her to open the 
conversation. We have published the complete list of our 
Reps’ names and email addresses, and the Affiliates they are 
working with, elsewhere in this edition of Bluebird.

Please take a minute to check your Affiliate Listing on 
the last three pages of this edition to make sure we have 
everything correct. We keep finding transposed digits in 
telephone numbers, misspelled names, etc., and your quick 
review and feedback would be much appreciated. Send any 
corrections to me at KCorwin@NABluebirdSociety.org. 

I want to take this opportunity to thank the Garry Oak 
Ecosystem Recovery Team (GOERT) for the wonderful 
project they just completed. They successfully reestablished 
a breeding population of Western Bluebirds on Vancouver 
Island, and having accomplished their mission they have 
disbanded. The ongoing work of monitoring and managing 
those bluebirds is still being done by the Bring Back the 
Bluebirds Project within the Cowichan Valley Naturalists’ 
Society. The folks at GOERT wrote a great article about this 
project for our Winter 2017–2018 issue of Bluebird, in case 
you missed it first time around.

Thank you for all you do for our little blue friends.
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We are rapidly closing in on the last week in 
April and so it is time to write the note for 
the summer issue of Bluebird! However, 

only in the last few days has it seemed much like 
spring even here so summer still seems a distant 
hope. This has been an unusually cool/cold spring 
(cool and dry) for us in southern Ohio. Today I found 
out that it is not my imagination. U.S. Weather Service 
Meteorologist Jaclyn Whittal stated today that April 
temperatures in many northern US cities are 10–15 
degrees F cooler than normal and some may set a 
record in 2018 for the coldest April on record. Related, 
I believe, is the fact that I am seeing few insects of 
any kind—even the usual spring invasion ants in our 
kitchen and bathrooms has been only a shadow of 
past years. Nonetheless, the bluebirds are pushing 
on with their lives and I have a half dozen nests with 
3–5 turquoise eggs in them. I certainly hope insects 
start to become more plentiful in the next two weeks. 
Another oddity is this year I have 4 chickadee nests 
and another nest lined with down, moss, and leaves—
I’m sure it is an Eastern Titmouse nest—first of those 
I’ve had in several years. I hope things are well on 
your trails as well.

Speaking of cool and cold, here is something else 
that might be related. I may have mentioned this 
before but solar cycle 24 will end in 2019 so it is 
now reaching its minima—this means the sun will 
be cooler (i.e., fewer sunspots or solar flares) and 
provide less heat. Solar cycle 25 begins in 2020 and if 
the models produced by solar scientists are correct it 
will be one of the weakest cycles in perhaps centuries. 
Said another way, if the solar models are correct this 
means at least several decades or more of colder 
weather is coming our way. I expect this may well 
have an impact on our efforts to fledge bluebirds. To 
read more about this topic just search the term “Solar 
Cycle 25 predictions” in your web browser—you will 
find plenty on this little-publicized topic. It is amazing 
how such an important and potentially very impactful 
phenomenon is being almost totally ignored!? The 
one important thing to remember about solar cycles 
is they do not play out over centuries—rather they 
happen over 10–12 year time frames so the changes 
to the climate will be seen in a relatively short time if 
they do occur as predicted.

In this issue I have presented an article about the 
current status of the Eastern Bluebird (EABL), i.e., its 

distribution and abundance over its range in North 
America. In the future I hope to also address Western 
and Mountain Bluebirds in a similar way. As always 
I am interested in the opinions of the readers about 
these articles. It is important to recognize that the 
North American Breeding Bird Survey (BBS) data, 
which I primarily use to assess bird populations, 
presents a singular view of bird populations. The BBS 
is run in the breeding season (June) and therefore 
the data is based on estimates of number of breeding 
birds detected in the spring. But assessments on 
other measures such as the number of nests, eggs, 
and fledged young over the breeding season, or the 
number of birds detected on the wintering range, 
would be other valid ways to assess bird populations 
and trends.

When we look to the BBS data to learn about status 
of EABL on the continental scale we see that they 
have recovered nicely from the severe losses due to 
the series of extremely cold winters in the mid-1970s. 
The BBS trend charts show strong growth in EABL 
numbers from the 1980s through the early 2000s. 
However, over the last 10–12 years EABL population 
growth appears to have slowed—dramatically 
so in some parts of its range. I believe that it is in 
the interest of NABS membership and the welfare 
of bluebirds to know why this is happening. The 
changes are even more dramatic when one looks at 
the state-level changes. A number of Midwestern 
states like Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, 
Missouri, and Wisconsin are showing losses in 
EABL populations (based on the BBS) over the past 
decade. It is germane that NABS make every effort 
to understand what is causing these patterns and 
address them if we can.

As with other Summer issues you will find the ballot 
for the election of the NABS Directors. Please take the 
time to fill out the ballot, sign it, and send it in before 
August 15th. Note that on this ballot you are also 
being asked to approve of a number of changes to the 
NABS by-laws. These proposed by-laws changes were 
printed in the Spring issue to give members more 
time to consider them.

There are several other notices worth your attention 
in this issue. First item is the announcement of the 
Annual meeting to be held on September 4th. The 
annual meeting will be held via a teleconference 

From the President
Bernie Daniel
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call as we have done for several years now. The 
purpose of this meeting is to ratify the results of the 
election. You will find details on the time and how 
to call in to participate in the Annual meeting in the 
announcement.

In addition, there are two articles on the NABS grants 
program. The first article explains that NABS awards 
grants for not only research but also for education and 
conservation projects. Details about these different 
grants, how to apply for one, and how each type of 
grant will be evaluated are included in the article. A 
second article dealing with grants is the usual request 
for proposals (RFP) for research grants. This year the 
RFP makes clear that both pure and applied research 
grant applications will be accepted.

Finally we are looking for volunteers among the 
membership who might have writing and editing 
skills who might like to help out with revisions on 
two of the NABS Fact Sheets (FS). Currently, NABS 
has seven FS dealing with a number of issues one 
might encounter while bluebirding. Two of our 
most sought-after FS are titled “Getting Started 
with Bluebirds” and “Monitoring a Bluebird Trail.” 
These documents were last revised in 2012. It is time 
to print a new batch and so this would be a great 
time to refresh them. In particular, we would like 
to find some experienced bluebirders from Western 
and Mountain Bluebird areas to work with us to 
revise these two documents so that they highlight 
the specific, and in some cases unique, needs of 
western bluebirders. Perhaps we will end up printing 

an eastern and western version of these FS? That is 
something still to be determined. Thus, ideally, we 
would like to form up an ad hoc committee of perhaps 
3–5 NABS members to work with the education 
committee to refresh these current documents and 
perhaps also develop a “western version” of the two 
FS if that seems to be the best approach. We would 
supply the existing documents in Word format for the 
individuals doing the editing. This would be a great 
way to help NABS and also help future bluebirders 
who might depend on these important documents. If 
you would like to step forward and help our Society 
out that would be great! If you are interested in this 
effort please contact me via the NABS website.

Best of luck to everyone on your bluebird trails this 
season!  – Bernie

Bernie Daniel with one of his Ohiowood boxes.

Leucistic Western Bluebird

Birds with unusual plumages show up in nature from time to 
time. A completely white bird with pink eyes is an albino. A 

bird with patches of white is leucistic. Last summer, Joe Chandler 
had a leucistic Western Bluebird on his California trail. As reported 
in Bluebirds Fly!, newsletter of the California Bluebird Recovery 
Program:

"The one strange thing that did happen during the past season 
in Mason Park in Orange County was the hatching of an odd 
colored bluebird chick. Box 13 had two sets of eggs. The first 
had six eggs but produced only one bluebird, normal looking 
but larger than a normal chick. The second had five eggs and the 
bluebird in the attached photo was the only one that hatched. 
This strange colored but beautiful bluebird positively came from 
a western bluebird... I've been monitoring boxes for 21 years and 
have never seen one like it."

Thanks to Joe Chandler, Gillian Martin, Peggy Honda, and Jim Semelroth.
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From the Managing Editor
Scott W. Gillihan

If you're like most people who live in a western country, you spend about 90% of your time indoors. Chalk it 
up to movement away from an agrarian society, where 90% of people worked outdoors, to one where only 

about 20% work outdoors, and most of the rest of us only go outside to get in our car. A report released this 
spring spells out some of the unhealthy side effects of spending too much time indoors. For starters, indoor 
air quality is much worse than outdoor air quality thanks to mold, carbon dioxide buildup, and chemical 
fumes from cleaning products, carpeting, building materials, etc. Also, the lack of direct sunlight contributes to 
depression and sleep disorders, and suppresses cognitive abilities, especially in kids. The simple solution? Get 
outside! Get your kids and grandkids outside! Enjoy the fresh air and sunshine of summer!

My thanks to all of the writers and photographers who contributed material to this issue, and to the sponsors,  
advertisers, and Affiliates. As always, my thanks to the members of NABS, for their hard work and dedication 
to the conservation of bluebirds and other cavity nesters.

Please send any photos, articles, or ideas to me at NABSeditor@gmail.com or 5405 Villa 
View Dr., Farmington, NM 87402.
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In compliance with Article XIX of the NABS Bylaws 
(Adopted October 5, 2012) members are hereby 
notified of the Board’s intention to hold the NABS 
Annual Meeting. The Annual Meeting will be held 
via teleconference call (this notice is also on the NABS 
website: www.nabluebirdsociety.org).

All current members are invited to participate in the 
meeting via phone on Tuesday, September 4, 2018 at 
8:30 pm Eastern Standard Daylight Savings time. The 
Board of Directors invites all members to call in to 
participate in the NABS Annual Meeting at the date 
and time noted above. 

The meeting will be called to order by NABS 
President Bernie Daniel and will proceed to the first 
order of business which will be the announcement of 
the results of the annual election and then certification 
of those results by voice vote of the Board members 
on the call. Though unlikely to occur, a “roll call” 
vote will be used if necessary. (Note the results of 
the annual election are determined from a tally of 
the ballots that are inserted in this issue of Bluebird 
and which have been returned to NABS, signed and 
postmarked before the close of the voting period 
August 15, 2018.)

The second item of business will be a presentation 
of the NABS Financial Statement by Treasurer Jim 
Engelbrecht. The financial statement is also published 
in this issue of Bluebird and on the NABS website. 

If any questions have been submitted to the Board for 
the meeting Bernie will try to answer them next. The 
Annual Meeting will then be adjourned

How do I join in the Annual Meeting? 

To join the Annual Meeting teleconference call dial in 
to 712-770-4124 this will start a recording which will 
prompt you to enter the conference call code which is 
525322# (you must include the pound key) and you 
will be logged into the call. Because there may be a 
large number of members calling in, it is suggested 
you begin to log in at around 8:20 pm (EST daylight 
savings time). The call will start at 8:30 pm sharp but 
you can call still in after the call starts as there is no 
lock out.

If you have any questions prior to the call, please send 
them by August 20, 2018 in order that we can move 
the meeting along. Contact Bernie via email with 
questions: president@nabluebirdsociety.org.

NABS Notices

To the Editor:
An article in the Fall 2017 issue (page 16) said 
that four common types of predator guards were 
compared in a national study. Types A (cone baffle), 
B (stovepipe baffle), and C (entrance hole extender) 
were equally effective, while D (Noel guard) was 
somewhat less effective. I just couldn't understand 
how a 1-inch extender was better than a 5.5-inch 
extender. I volunteer at the Wildlife Prairie Park near 
me and they have two raccoons in an enclosure. I 
built two of the same design boxes (X-Box as shown at 
Nestboxbuilder.com); one has a 1-inch and the other 
has a 5.5-inch extender. I mounted them on the wire 
enclosure with the raccoons' food inside. The next 
morning I took a 1½-inch board to put in the bottom 
to simulate the nest thickness as we didn't think the 
raccoons could reach the bottom. Both boxes showed 
evidence of muddy foot prints trying to get in. 

Opening each box showed that the raccoons almost 
cleaned out all of the food reaching to the bottom 
floor and one guard was no better than the other. If 
there were bluebird nest/eggs/
babies they would have been 
destroyed! 

I have had raccoons get into 
the 5.5-inch type five times but 
I have added additional 3-inch 
extensions and have not lost 
any since. So I think the bottom 
line is to "guard the pole not the 
hole" to keep raccoons out.

Herb Unkrich
VP East Central Illinois 
Bluebird Society

Notice to NABS Members of the Annual Meeting
Tuesday, September 4, 2018 at 8:30 pm Eastern Daylight Savings Time

Letters to Bluebird
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NABS Notices
North American Bluebird 

Society Statement of Financial 
Position As of April 30, 2018

2017 NABS Spending
Total $47,863

ASSETS 
Current Assets Checking/Savings 
General Operating Accounts:
Union Savings bank    47,118
PayPal           464
Community Bank    24,327
Total      71,909

Zeleny
Union Savings Bank    158,199
Total      158,199

Checking/Savings Total   230,108

ASSETS TOTAL    $230,108

LIABILITIES & EQUITY 
Permanently Restricted Net Assets  100,000 
Temporarily Restricted Net Assets    58,199
Unrestricted Net Assets      77,773
Net Income (Jan – Apr 2018)     −5,864
Total Equity      230,108

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY  $230,108

Please check the back cover of each issue of Bluebird when you receive it. 
There is important information about your membership listed above your 
mailing address:

• Your Member ID Number
• Date your Dues are Paid Thru
• A note indicating when you have one more issue left in your 

membership or a note indicating that this is your last issue and 
to please renew.

Finally, please keep NABS informed about changes to your mailing 
address, phone number, and email address by notifying Jim Burke: 
jimburke271@gmail.com.

Important Information about Your 
NABS Membership!
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Jane Brockway lives with her husband in Mineral 
County located on the western border of Montana. 
She started bluebirding in 1998 after purchasing 
a ranch complete with ponderosa pine and fine 
Western Bluebird habitat. Jane has continued her 
bluebird journey and she is a now master bander 
with Mountain Bluebird Trails (MBT), a NABS 
Affiliate. She also weekly monitors an 80-nestbox 
trail that is spread over 20 miles. Jane also serves 
as the editor of the MBT’s newsletter and also a 
Director of the organization for over 10 years. Jane 
is an avid bluebird photographer also a NABS 
Director. 

Bernie Daniel is a retired environmental research 
scientist who lives with his wife, Marie, in Symmes 
Township in southwestern Ohio. Bernie has been 
a member of NABS since about 2001, and has 
served NABS as a member of the Board, Editor, 
and President and is a life member, and past 
president, of the Ohio Bluebird Society. He has been 
bluebirding (off and on!) since 1953 and currently 
maintains his own trail of 40 nestboxes along the 
Little Miami River in Ohio. He has published some 
140 research peer-reviewed papers in environmental 
science and has participated in the North American 
Breeding Bird Survey since 1999. He enjoys the 
study of bird song and “birding by ear.”

Jim Engelbrecht is a semi-retired management 
accountant (CPA) who lives with his wife, Wendy, 
in Rouses Point, New York, in the extreme northeast 
corner of the state. He started bluebirding after 
retiring from Wyeth Laboratories, monitoring boxes 
at a local golf course. He is a County Coordinator 
and Board Member of the New York State Bluebird 
Society and he has served on the NABS Board 
since 2012 and as NABS Treasurer since 2014. Jim 
prepares the annual 990 report for NABS and mails 
the Bluebird journal to our Canadian members.

Allen Jackson is a resident of the State of New Jersey 
and is retired from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. He is a co-founder and current President of 
the New Jersey Bluebird Society, a NABS Affiliate. 
Allen has erected over 600 bluebird boxes on some 
50 bluebird trails and he monitors his own 70-box 
trail. He has authored numerous articles on proper 
trail management for martins and bluebirds, with 
a special focus on House Sparrow control. He is 
a frequent speaker on nestbox trail management 
and has received numerous awards including 
2002 Purple Martin Landlord of the Year. Allen is 
a master bander for Purple Martins and Eastern 
Bluebirds and is a current NABS Director.

John Schuster lives with his wife, Katarina, at their 
vineyard property in Cotati, California. A former 

NABS Director's Election 2018
NABS Notices

Per our by-laws NABS holds an annual election of our Board members. Our election runs from June 15 to 
August 15, 2018 and ballots can be submitted during that time.

Who can vote? Members in good standing as of May 15, 2018 shall be eligible to vote in the Annual Election. 
(NABS by-laws Article XVII. 4). 

How to vote? Please locate the two self-addressed (not franked) post cards inserted 
in the center of this copy of Bluebird. It you have an individual membership you 
are entitled to one vote (mail in one ballot). If you have a “family” membership 
you are allowed to mail in both ballots. To be counted your ballot must be signed 
and dated.

The Director nominations closed on May 15th and the following slate was 
submitted by Vicki Butler, NABS Nominations chair, and approved by the Board 
of Directors. To comply with NABS by-laws, the slate was posted on the NABS 
website (by June 15th) and printed in the Summer issue of Bluebird. 

Short biographies of the six candidates (alphabetical order) for the NABS Board, 
class of 2021, are included below.
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employee of the California Department of Forestry, 
Ecology Corps, he served as a firefighter for both 
California and the U.S. Forest Service. John also 
works on many and varied conservation projects 
throughout the state of California. In 2000, he 
established Wild Wings Company after personally 
witnessing the success that beneficial cavity-nesting 
birds had on reducing pestilence in his, and other, 
vineyard operations in his area. He is a Director 
and Lifetime member of NABS, serving on the 
Education and the Nestbox Committees.

Bet Zimmerman Smith worked in environmental 
protection for three decades. She now volunteers for 
several open space and conservation organizations. 
She maintains an educational website about small 
cavity-nester conservation at www.Sialis.org. Bet 
is also a regular contributor of articles to the NABS 
journal, Bluebird, is a NABS Director, and serves on 
the NABS Grants, Education, Nestbox, and Website 
Committees. She and her husband, Patrick, manage 
about 100 nestboxes in Northeastern Connecticut.

NABS by-laws are found at www.nabluebirdsociety.org/Board/boardofdirectors.htm

Vehicle/Property Donation Program
If you have a car, truck, motorcycle, RV, boat, or even an airplane that you no longer need, NABS would like to receive it as 
a tax-deductible charitable donation.

To donate, simply call this toll-free number: 866-244-8464. Our agents will have your vehicle, boat, RV, etc. picked up and 
taken to a facility where it will be evaluated by experts. A determination will be made regarding what should be done to 
maximize its selling price, thereby resulting in significantly higher 
value than it might otherwise generate so you will receive 
the maximum tax benefit allowable by U.S. law. For tax 
purposes you, the donor, will receive a formal Certificate 
of Donation complying with all State and Federal 
requirements for authenticating your donation 
to NABS, an IRS 501(c)(3) tax-exempt charity.

Thank you for supporting the conservation of 
bluebirds and other native cavity nesters!
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"Anyone with access to rural or semi-rural property can 
take the same simple steps [i.e., put up nestboxes] to help 
this troubled bird in its struggle for survival. May we yet see 

the bluebird of happiness fully restored to our land!"
– Lawrence Zeleny, "Song of Hope for the Bluebird," 

National Geographic, 1977
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The North American Bluebird Society Grants Program

The NABS mission is broadly stated on the first 
page of every issue of our journal, Bluebird: 

“NABS, Inc. is a non-profit education, conservation, 
and research organization that promotes the recovery 
of bluebirds and other native cavity nesting bird 
species of North America.” Accordingly, NABS 
sponsors an annual competitive grants program in 
support of that mission.

The NABS by-laws mandate the Zeleny Fund wherein 
monies are put aside and are to be used only for the 
purpose of supporting grants. The by-laws further 
dictate that the Society can award grants in three 
areas: research, conservation, and education. The 
purpose of this article is to give some guidance on 
the three types of grants and how individuals might 
apply for a NABS grant.

All NABS grants must be submitted in Adobe (.pdf) 
format via email (bdaniel@cinci.rr.com) and all grant 
applications should be no longer than 10 pages in 
length (including any letters of recommendation and 
resumes).

Research Grants. Grants for research projects are 
competitive and all applications are invited via 
a Request for Proposals (RFP) that is published 
annually in the Summer issue of Bluebird and on the 
NABS website (www.nabluebirdsociety.org). The 
RFP details precisely the format and time schedule 
for submitting a competitive grant proposal. The 
deadline for submission each year is November 1st 
and awardees will be notified of their selection before 
February 1st of the next year. Broadly speaking 
two kinds of research grants are recognized: (1) 
pure research grants, which examine some aspect 
of bluebird (or other native cavity-nesting species) 
biology, ecology, or life cycle (e.g., a study of nestbox 
parasites on chick health); or (2) applied research 
grants (e.g., finding more effective ways of defeating 
nestbox predators). Regardless of whether the grant 
falls in the category of pure or applied research the 
same basic elements of the scientific method must be 
evident in the proposal. The proposal must clearly 
state the research question (or hypothesis) and it must 
show a thoughtful design that has proper controls, 
a sufficient number of replications (i.e., power), and 
other quality assurance measures are in place so that 
conclusions can be verified by some kind of statistical 
(simple or advanced) analysis. A proposed project 
budget as well as how much support is requested 

from NABS is required. It is important that the 
proposal directly show how it addresses the NABS 
mission as stated above. Research grants are scored 
by the NABS grants committee which gives award 
recommendations to the Board of Directors. Any 
questions about research grants mentioned in the RFP 
can be addressed by email (bdaniel@cinci.rr.com) 
prior to an application submission.

Education Grants. Support for ideas pertaining to 
the development of books, fact sheets, pamphlets, 
DVDs or other video products, or other kinds of 
media which can serve the purpose of educating 
either members and/or the public about bluebirds and 
bluebirding (as well as other native cavity-nesting 
species) can be submitted to NABS for consideration 
as an education grant. The applicant for an education 
grant must clearly outline the details of the project 
and show how they think it addresses the NABS 
mission. The proposal must provide the names and 
affiliation of the project developers and also show 
a project budget including all funding sources as 
well as the support requested from NABS. Letters 
of recommendation will enhance the application. 
Education grants can be submitted at any time 
and they will be evaluated for award by the NABS 
education committee. The committee will give 
recommendations for funding the proposal to the 
Board of Directors. 

Conservation Grants. Proposals that deal with 
a broader-scale issue related to bluebird recovery 
may be candidates for a NABS conservation grant. 
For example, NABS recently participated in the 
funding of a three-year project to reintroduce Western 
Bluebirds to an area of North America where they 
had been extirpated. Other examples might be 
considered for a NABS conservation grant. As with 
other grants, the applicant for a conservation grant 
must clearly define the project and show how its goals 
would further the NABS mission as stated above. The 
proposal must provide the names and affiliation of 
the project developers and also show a project budget 
including all funding sources as well as the support 
requested from NABS. Letters of recommendation 
will enhance the application. Conservation grants can 
be submitted at any time and they will be evaluated 
by an ad hoc committee from the Board. The 
committee will give recommendations for funding to 
the Board of Directors.
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Guidelines for the 2019 North American Bluebird Society (NABS) competitive research grants 
program are detailed below. To apply please submit a ten (10) page proposal package including 

the items outlined below before November 1, 2018. Award notices will be issued by February 1, 2019. 
Questions about this RFP can be addressed to bdaniel@cinci.rr.com.

1.  Cover letter (This letter or email is not included in the 10-page proposal limit). 
2.  Grant proposal (arranged with the following sections):

A.  Project Title
B.  Principle Investigator Information  Name, phone, email, mailing address, and the affiliation of 

the applicant. Student applicants please include a faculty advisor or institute official.
C.  Introduction  Background and supporting information or justification for the proposal.
D.  Project Motivation  The hypothesis or question(s) which this research project addresses and, 

very important, explain how you think this research addresses the NABS mission.
E.  Research Protocol

i.  The cavity nesting species of interest;
ii.  Methods (e.g., study design, quality assurance, power, & methods of analysis);
iii. The study location(s);
iv. Permits (assurance that required permits at state or federal levels are in place);
v.  Timeline (start/finish for field/lab work, analysis, and final report dates anticipated);
vi.  Literature Cited;
vii. Detailed budget: please include other funding sources and the amount requested from 

NABS. 
3.  Letters of Support (2 for student applications, 1 for faculty applications),
4.  Curriculum vitae (for the principle investigator)

IMPORTANT NOTES:
Proposals must be submitted by November 1, 2018 via email to bdaniel@cinci.rr.com

All items should ideally be combined into a single Adobe (.pdf) document. A single MS Word (.doc 
or .docx) document is acceptable but most Word versions will save as .pdf. The PI’s last name should 
appear at the top right corner of each page, and each page should be numbered bottom center. 

Please restrict the application to a maximum of ten pages (letters of recommendation can be short and 
pithy!).

Projects to build, maintain, or upgrade a bluebird trail are not eligible for NABS research grants unless 
they are being established for research purposes. In addition, assurances must be given that such 
trails will be adopted by a trail monitor, taken down, or inactivated after the research project has been 
completed.

Grant recipients are expected to submit a report to NABS summarizing the project results within 90–120 
days after the completion of the project. 

NABS’s mission is stated on our website: http://www.nabluebirdsociety.org/

Instructions for NABS Research Grant Applications

Flock to NABS on Facebook!
Great friends, great photos, great videos, and great information are all waiting for you 
on the NABS Facebook page. Stay connected with NABS members and other bluebird 
enthusiasts at www.facebook.com/NorthAmericanBluebirdSociety
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I have been building and installing bluebird 
nestboxes for over 20 years. Early on, I read about 
the Peterson box designed by Dick Peterson and 

I figured that if someone as smart as he had done so 
much research then it had to be a really good nestbox. 
Also, I was intrigued because the box was a little 
more difficult to make and I love a challenge. (You 
can find the Peterson box as well as other nestbox 
designs on the NABS website.) So, from the get-go, 
the Peterson was my box of choice. Since that time I 
have run across a couple of testaments to the efficacy 
of the design published back in the mid 1990s; in 
particular one by the Bluebird Restoration Association 
of Wisconsin and another by the New York State 
Bluebird Society. But regardless of the merits of this 
research, one undisputed negative fact remains. The 
darn thing is heavy! There is a lot of wood in this box. 
Lots and lots of wood! Even soft woods such as pine, 
cedar, and cypress can be heavy if you use enough of 
them. So as good as this box may be, mounting it can 
be a challenge.

Over the years I tried everything from EMT conduit, 
EMT conduit reinforced by rebar, pressure-treated 
2×4s and 4×4s, iron pipe, black pipe, reinforced 
PVC pipe, and heavy-duty corner posts. All had 
their shortcomings. Then I stumbled on the perfect 
solution: fairly inexpensive, easy to install and strong 
as goat’s breath. After a few minutes of material 
preparation time I can load up my minivan, drive to 
a site, and within 10 minutes or so have that puppy 
in the ground perfectly plumb and proud. Not only 
is this installation method really stable and strong, it 
can be moved from one location to the next easy as 
pie. It can also be fitted with practically any kind of 

predator guard if that is a concern. And, get this, in 
our hot southern summers it can easily be fitted with 
a straight-handle umbrella. My bluebirds never had it 
so good!

Here is what you will need for materials: (1) an 80-
inch 1½-inch diameter EMT conduit, (2) a 5-foot long 
1¼-inch diameter T post, (3) one 4-inch × ⁵/₁₆-inch 
carriage bolt and nylon lock nut, (5) one 1½-inch EMT 
clamp and two 1½-inch #8 pan head screws. That’s 
it! Here is what you will need for tools: (1) a cordless 
drill, ⅛-inch drill bit, and Phillips-head driver bit; (2) 
a hammer; (3) a level; (4) a ½-inch ratchet (or crescent) 
wrench; (5) a post driver (or short 3 lb maul). Done.

All of these materials are available at your favorite 
building supply or hardware store. You will need to 
do a little preparation before you’re ready to install. 
The 1½-inch EMT conduit comes in 10-foot lengths. 
You will need to cut it to an 80-inch length. This can 
easily be done with a reciprocating saw or a hacksaw. 
You might want to consider buying two 10-foot EMT 
pipes and a coupler. That way if you cut them to 
80-inch lengths you can fashion a third pipe with 
the coupler. After you cut the conduit you will need 
to drill a ⁵/₁₆-inch hole about 22 inches from one of 
the ends. The carriage bolt will go through this hole 
and the back of the box. Now you have completed 
all the preparation work and you are ready for the 
installation.

Take the T post and jam it into the ground spade 
end first. Now take the post driver and whack the 
post into the ground about 1½ feet. Use your level to 
make sure the post is plumb. It makes no difference 

Heavy Nestbox Installation Made Easy
Sky Rector

Tools Make sure it's plumbPound in the T postMaterials
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how you orient the T post. Next slide 
the EMT pipe over the T post and whack 
it into the ground until it seats in the T 
post spade. Make sure that the hole you 
drilled is facing in the direction you want 
the house to face. Now you’re ready to 
mount the box on the post. Insert the 
carriage bolt into a pre-drilled ⁵/₁₆-inch 
hole near the bottom of the 2×4 back on 
the front side of the nestbox. Hold the 
box upside down (because it’s easier 
this way) and insert the threaded end 
all the way through the hole in the T 
post. Finger tighten the nylon lock nut 
and then torque it with the wrench until 
reasonably (but not too) tight. Swing 
the nestbox into an upright position and tighten the 
nut some more. Now position and screw in the EMT 
clamp a few inches from the post top. You may want 
to drill a ⁷/₁₆-inch pilot hole first. Voila! The entire 
installation took you ten minutes. Ok, fifteen.

I do one other thing to dress it up a little. 
I take a 1⅝-inch chain-link post cap, push 
it onto a like-sized dowel, and insert it 
into the top of the post. It’s just for looks 
but I think the bluebirds like it.

Post Mortem: My Peterson boxes are 
made with a two-foot-long back. I cut the 
⁵/₁₆-inch hole for the carriage bolt about 
4 inches from the bottom of the 2×4 back 
(that’s the portion that extends below 
the box). When the box is installed the 
opening will be about 5 feet above the 
ground. If you are installing a different 
style box or a box back with different 
dimensions, then you may have to adjust 

where the holes are drilled in the EMT pipe and/or 
the nestbox back. Finally, if you are less than 7 feet tall 
you might want to stand on a stool to slip the EMT 
pipe over the T post and pound it into the ground.

Install the post capAttach the clampTighten the lock nut on 
the carriage bolt

Pound the conduit over 
the T post

Voila, finished 
installation!

Snake vs. Snake

A recent article in Audubon magazine provides some hope for bluebirds 
and other native cavity-nesting birds in the American Southeast. 

That hope comes from a surprising source: a snake. The eastern indigo 
snake—largest native snake in North America—eats other snakes, 
including rat snakes, which are notorious for their tree- and nestbox 
pole-climbing abilities and their appetite for nestlings. Habitat loss has 
reduced populations of the indigo snake, which has probably allowed 
growth in populations of rat snakes. But programs are in place to 
reintroduce indigo snakes in Alabama and Florida, with the hope that 
those areas can enjoy a more balanced species assemblage, and native 
cavity-nesting birds can get some relief from rat snakes.

You can read the full article in the Spring 2018 issue of Audubon, or online at:
https://www.audubon.org/magazine/spring-2018/snakes-eat-other-snakes-could-help-birds-south
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House Wrens (Troglodytes aedon) have a special 
gift for filling up more cavities with sticks 
than pairs actually use to nest. Those extra 

nests, popularly called dummy nests, take up cavities 
that could be used by other birds. Wrens not only 
fill up cavities, they also sometimes destroy nearby 
eggs and young of their own and other species, 
even species that do not nest in cavities. All of these 
behaviors ensure empty nests near active wren nests. 
Though common, these behaviors still represent a 
puzzle. What advantages do wrens obtain by filling 
up neighboring cavities with sticks and destroying 
neighboring nests? In an earlier review of these 
behaviors (Leese 2011), a number of explanations 
were considered: (1) as a display of male fitness (or as 
prevention of extra-pair fertilizations), (2) to destroy 
competition for nest sites or food, or (3) as decoys to 
prevent predation. In addition to these possibilities, 
one must also consider that the behavior serves to 
prevent nest parasitism in various forms.

Defense against Ectoparasites
Scientists still know little about how nest 
ectoparasites, such as blowflies and mites, find their 
hosts. If they do so by smell, then dummy nests 

would serve as little protection. But if the search for 
nests to parasitize involves sight, then empty nests 
may offer some protection. Just as empty nests near 
an active nest can distort the search image of nest 
predators (Finch 1990, Metz 1991, Weatherhead and 
Blouin-Demers 2004), thereby protecting eggs and 
young, the same process could work to decrease a 
parasite’s ability to find a host. While most young are 
not significantly negatively affected by ectoparasites 
(Pacejka et al. 1998, Pacejka et al. 1996, Johnson et al. 
1991; leading some to wonder if they should be called 
commensals not parasites), there are examples of 
heavy parasite loads causing poor health (O’Brien et 
al. 2001) and death in nestlings. It would therefore be 
worthwhile to parents of both sexes to decrease the 
likelihood of infestation with ectoparasites.

Defense against Interspecific Brood Parasites
The same hypothesis of disrupting search images can 
equally apply to foiling the work of nest parasites, 
such as Brown-headed Cowbirds (Molothrus ater). If 
a nest parasite searches through a number of nests 
without finding the actual nest, such searching 
becomes inefficient and might be abandoned. Nest 
parasitism may seem an unusual hypothesis for 
House Wrens, because they are infrequent hosts for 
Brown-headed Cowbirds (Pribil and Picman 1997). 
However, House Wrens are very common hosts of 
Shiny Cowbirds (Molothrus bonariensis), with one 
study from Argentina finding cowbird eggs in 60% 
of House Wren nests (Tuero et al. 2007). The Shiny 
Cowbird is somewhat smaller than the Brown-headed 
Cowbird, and therefore may be able to access cavity 
nests in a way the Brown-headed Cowbirds are only 
rarely able to do. While the empty nest strategy seems 
unnecessary against Brown-headed Cowbirds and 
ineffective against Shiny Cowbirds, the strategy may 
have been more effective in the evolutionary history 
of the species. Destruction of nests of other species 
and by both male and female wrens makes sense in 
this hypothesis.

Defense against Conspecific Brood Parasitism
Although the cowbirds and cuckoos tend to get 
most of the press as nest parasites, various species 
parasitize nests of their own species, including 
the House Wren and Eastern Bluebird (Sialia 
sialis; Gowaty and Bridges 1991). This behavior is 
sometimes known as egg dumping, especially among 
certain species of ducks which place dozens of eggs 

More Hypotheses for Empty-Nest Behavior in Wrens
Benjamin E. Leese

Search Image Predators
An assumption of the three hypotheses 
presented here is that predators or parasites 
find nests visually by using a search image. This 
basically means that predators have an idea 
(in this case a nest cavity) of what they are 
searching for and use that image to zero in 
on possibilities in the world around them. For 
example, someone searching through a bin of 
Legos for a particular piece may have a search 
image of the color of the piece being sought, 
thus more quickly eliminating the wrong pieces.

Empty nests provide the potential of reward, 
but no actual reward (eggs, nestlings, etc.). 
By increasing the number of empty nests, the 
risk of the predator finding the actual nest is 
diminished. As an example, if a girl is searching 
through a bin of Legos for a particular piece, 
her chances of finding that piece decreases 
with every extra Lego piece in the bin.
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in one nest. Among House Wrens, one study found 
that as many as 30% of chicks could be the result of 
conspecifc brood parasitism, and that more than 80% 
of nests could be affected by the behavior (Price et al 
1989). And these numbers only estimate the chance of 
extra-pair maternity, not extra-pair paternity, which 
affects about 40% of House Wren nests (Masters et al. 
2003). As in the above hypotheses, a female wren may 
reduce the risk of another female depositing an egg in 
her nest by having multiple empty nests around the 
true nest. Gowaty and Bridges (1991) found that in 
the case of bluebirds, greater distance between nests 
decreased the likelihood of extra-pair fertilizations 
and conspecific brood parasitism. So extra nests 
in House Wrens may simply be a way of creating 
distance between active nests, and thus decrease the 
risk of conspecific brood parasitism and extra-pair 
fertilizations.

Both males and females may have a related 
evolutionary advantage to engage in empty nest 
behaviors in this hypothesis—females to reduce the 
risk of egg dumping and males to reduce the risk 
of extra-pair fertilizations (if empty nests serve to 
confuse the attempts of neighboring males to copulate 
with resident females; Leese 2011). Furthermore, a 
male delaying the nesting of a neighbor (either by 
destroying a nest or delaying it by filling up cavities) 
gains the advantage of increased opportunity for 
an extra-pair fertilization with the neighbor’s mate 
(Johnson et al. 2002). Belles-Isles and Picman (1986) 
demonstrated that nest-destroying behavior is 

inhibited in mated males and breeding females, which 
also supports this hypothesis. Their results suggests 
that House Wrens destroy nests, eggs, and young 
until it becomes a risk that they would inadvertently 
be destroying their own eggs or young in neighboring 
nests, which they have placed in neighboring nests.

Moving Forward
The mystery remains, and with even more 
possibilities, of what House Wrens might be up to 
with this behavior. An indirect way of discerning 
what wrens are up to would be another version of 
Belles-Isles and Picmans’s (1986) study, but testing 
dummy-nest building rather than nest destruction. 
One could simply add a nestbox near an active 
wren nest (or remove previously placed twigs) and 
observe if the additional cavity elicits the dummy-
nest building behavior, depending on what phase 
of nesting the active nest is in. For instance, if empty 
nest behaviors are to prevent egg dumping, then 
the behavior should occur only weakly if at all once 
the eggs have hatched in a nest. Table 1 shows my 
hypotheses on those possible responses. 

Despite the annoyance it causes to many bluebird 
enthusiasts, wrens are clearly up to something 
important with this behavior, and nestbox managers 
should think twice before interfering with it. 
Bluebirders are going to have to deal with more sticks 
in nestboxes, especially if they wish to help figure out 
why wrens engage in empty nest behaviors.

Table 1. 

Nesting stage

Hypothesis Nest 
construction

Before eggs 
laid

Eggs 
in nest

Young 
in nest

Young out 
of nest

End of 
season

Anti-predator 1 1 2 2 0 0
Sexual display 2 2 1 1 0 0
Competition 
for food 1 1 1 2 1 0

Competition 
for nest site 2 2 0 0 0 0

Anti–egg 
laying parasite 
or egg 
dumping

2 2 2 0 0 0

Anti-
ectoparasite 1 1 1 2 0 0

0 – no response to additional empty nest
1 – weak response (a few twigs)
2 – strong response (attempt to make the cavity unusable to other birds)
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Do you like to shop online? Do you like bluebirds? We have the perfect win–win opportunity 
for you! NABS is registered with online seller Amazon.com in its AmazonSmile charitable 
giving program. As of November 2017, Amazon Smile had donated almost $70 million to 
various nonprofit organizations. If you are shopping at Amazon anyway, you can make 
a difference for bluebirds everywhere. To donate a portion of each Amazon purchase to 
NABS at no additional cost to you, go to smile.amazon.com, and log in with your Amazon 
username and password (or create a new account). Then select NABS (North American 
Bluebird Society) as the organization you wish to support. For more information about the 
program, go to smile.amazon.com/about.

Don't Forget to Help Bluebirds While You Shop
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This nature note describes two situations of dead 
Tree Swallow (Tachycineta bicolor) nestlings, 
with photos taken on nestbox trails 16 km SSW 

of Cochrane, Alberta. Although this is a sad situation, 
I think it's worth noting the different postures in 
death, which could help understand the possible 
causes of death.

Figure 1 shows "normal" posture for dead Tree 
Swallow nestlings in a nestbox. They have died 
possibly from cold or lack of food. The nestlings are 
grouped together, in the cup, bellies down.

Figure 2 (taken 17 July 2015, of a different nestbox) 
shows "unusual" posture for dead Tree Swallow 
nestlings in a nestbox. As reported by local 
monitors Alice and Alison, on 16 July 2015 the Tree 
Swallow nestlings were healthy, active, and ready 
to be banded. That evening a lengthy violent storm 
occurred, with rain, wind, thunder and lightning. 
The next day, when I opened the nestbox expecting 
to band the young, all the nestlings were dead. 
Their body positions appeared strained and were 
very distorted, suggesting extreme stress. The 
nestlings appeared randomly scattered in the box, 
with their legs extended straight from the body, 
feathers erect and flared from the skin, and heads 
twisted back at unusual angles. 

My best guess for cause of death in Figure 2 
is lightning. The known predators in this area 
(including coyote, fox, bear, weasel, raptors, 
and corvids) would not create this type of death 
scenario. Although there were no cuts or burn 
holes on the box or the nestlings, a nearby lightning 
strike might be the cause, either because of its 
proximity, or the lightning could have travelled 
along the barbed wire fence which was touching 
the box. A lightning strike could explain the deaths 
of these nestlings.

A search of the scientific literature offers no 
information on lightning strikes on nestlings in 
their boxes. One can assume that lightning strikes 

on nestboxes are rare. Observing such an occurrence 
would be even more rare. Perhaps the posture and 
position of dead nestlings is our only evidence of a 
lightning strike.

Could Lightning Kill Nestlings in a Nestbox?
Susanne Maidment

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Azure Bluebird Project Update
Kari Hackney

Editor's note: Tucson Audubon received a $1,200 grant 
from NABS as partial support of their study on nestbox 
use by Azure Bluebirds, the subspecies of Eastern Bluebird 
found in southeastern Arizona and northern Mexico. The 
following is their 2017 project update.

The last day of bluebird nestbox monitoring was 
an unseasonably warm mid-October day. Given 
this year’s unpredictable Arizona summer of 

grassland fires and extreme flash floods, I had come 
to expect the unexpected. Summer was coming to an 
end and the final field days of monitoring were no 
longer filled with the challenges of driving through 
flood waters or on roads that had eroded to the width 
of a sidewalk. The fires and floods had their own 
implications for our nestbox season, but on this final 
day as I entered a rather small meadow bordered by 
oak and manzanita, the rusty chests of seven Azure 
Bluebirds were busy diving for insects or twisting 
around each other in the sky. At least two juveniles 
were seen in the mix before my presence caused them 
to retreat deeper into the oaks. One adult remained 
behind, lingering in a tree in which we had mounted 
one of our prototype nestboxes.

The year began with the construction of 80 nestboxes 
of two designs. In addition to general conservation 
goals of providing additional nesting cavities for 
a nest-site limited species of conservation concern, 
we wanted to test, in collaboration with Dr. Renée 
Duckworth from the University of Arizona, a 
behavioral trait of these bluebirds. Local populations 
were nestbox-naïve, that is, they had never seen 
artificial nesting cavities (nestboxes). Would they 
prefer a nestbox that resembles a natural cavity 
similar to what they would find in the oak savannah, 
or a traditional nestbox constructed of milled lumber 
that is the most widely used style? To create a box 
that mimics a natural cavity, we cut elderberry 
tree sections to size and hollowed out the core to 
a size nearly matching the traditional boxes. This 
provided a natural exterior and interior. The standard 
dimensions were applied to create uniformity 
between the two box designs. To eliminate other 
environmental variables, the two styles were mounted 
within ten feet of each other and orientation and 
height were as similar as the trees would allow.

We chose two locations to install the boxes. The first 
was Brushy Canyon in the Canelo Hills, the western 

foothills of the Huachuca Mountains. Ten pairs of 
boxes, 20 in total, were installed. The remaining 30 
sets were installed in Corral Canyon, a few miles east 
of Harshaw. Both locations were oak savannahs with 
primarily open grassland underneath adjoining desert 
washes with ash and walnut trees—ideal habitat for 
Azure Bluebirds. Nearby residents in both locations 
had reported sizeable local populations of the bird, 
which were frequently sighted on monitoring visits.

The summer of 2017 presented a number of 
challenges for this project and for the wildlife of 
southeast Arizona. It was one of the worst years on 
record for wildfires. The grasslands and forests of 
Coronado National Forest fared particularly poorly. 
The Corral Canyon test site narrowly escaped 
incineration as the Flying R Fire closed in on three 
sides. The fire was completely contained within three 
days, although nearly 2,300 acres were consumed. 
This fire was followed soon after by an early and 
strong monsoon season. The vegetation and soil duff 
that would have once absorbed some of this rain 
was absent due to the fires. This caused severe flash 
flooding, which eroded roads and habitat. The extent 
of the impact on this Azure Bluebird population is as 
yet unknown.

Additionally in 2017 Azure Bluebirds began nesting 
nearly two months earlier than they did the previous 
year. By basing our installation timing on the 
previous year’s timing, we inadvertently missed the 
first nesting season of the year entirely. This led to 
the unfortunate result that no nesting occurred in 
our nestboxes, although there was evidence of their 
exploration or inhabitation.

Even without nesting, not all was a loss. First, 
a definite preference was demonstrated for the 
natural-looking hollow-log nestboxes. At Brushy 
Canyon, two of the ten hollow-log boxes had nesting 
material (grasses and twigs) inside while none of the 
traditional boxes showed any signs of utilization. At 
Corral Canyon, 18 of the 30 natural boxes contained 
nesting material while only four traditional boxes 
contained material. All four of those were located 
next to natural boxes that also already had shown 
signs of potential nesting. A traditional nestbox never 
contained nesting material prior to its counterpart 
hollow-log box first containing material. The birds 
continued to explore and find the new nestboxes 
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Photo Gallery

Look closely at this wasp nest ... see the nestbox? 
Yikes! This photo was taken a few years ago along 
Shelton Ditch, Marion County, Oregon. Odds are this 
box is now on display in a nature center somewhere. 
Photo by www.flickr.com/photos/willamettebiology/

deep into October as grasses with seed heads were 
being recorded in the boxes’ contents. Further, the 
boxes are now all in place ready for use in 2018, and 
all members of this population are still nestbox-
naïve—none were raised in a nestbox so the choice to 
use either the hollow-log or traditional box will not 

be dependent on having been hatched and raised in 
a nestbox. The nesting season may have come early 
in 2017, but the presence of these natural nestboxes 
could set the stage for excellent data collection in 
2018 as well as successful nesting seasons for years to 
come.

JoAnn Harper shared this photo of a very nice bluebird 
poster she saw on the porch of the gift shop at the 
Black Hills Wild Horse Sanctuary in South Dakota 
(www.wildmustangs.com/).

Dave Weth submitted this photo of an Eastern 
Bluebird back in February. Dave says, "This is my 
favorite time of year to photograph bluebirds as 
they are checking out potential nesting sites," 
which is apparently what this male was doing.

A hike near Kamloops, British Columbia, brought 
Murray Foubister face to face with this American 
Three-toed Woodpecker. You can see more of 
Murray's fine photos at www.flickr.com/photos/
mfoubister/
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My mom and grandmother both had bluebird 
boxes in their yards for as long as I can 
remember. I knew a little about bluebirds 

from this family tradition but I had never had 
bluebirds of my own. I bought my first house in 
Milton, West Virginia, in August of 2017 and put out 
my first bluebird box in late March of 2018. It must 
have been meant to be because I put the pole that 
supported the bluebird box into the ground around 
noon one day and about four hours later a pair of 
bluebirds claimed it as their own.

Two babies fledged from my box on May 6, 2018.  I 
missed seeing the first one take off but was fortunate 
enough to see the second baby look out the box, turn 
around, stick its tail end out of the box, and jump 
out backwards. I watched it fly off unsteadily to my 
neighbor’s house not certain if I would see the little 
bluebird family again. 

On Tuesday, May 8, I put up a crop cage near 
the bluebird box in anticipation of planting some 
tomatoes. On Friday, May 18, I saw a young female 
on top of my crop cage. Later that evening, I noticed 
that same juvenile female going into my nestbox 
as I walked through my carport. I went inside and 
observed from my kitchen window. Several minutes 
later, my bluebird couple came back and began 
working on a nest. I had heard previously that the 
first clutch of the year will often help feed the second 
clutch but to my amazement the juvenile female 
joined in with her parents and helped them to build 
a much bigger nest than the one she had lived in for 
20 days after hatching. Fairly easy to do with three 
mouths bringing nesting material to the box.

If that was not enough, when I checked back with the 
birds a bit later, I noticed a male Downy Woodpecker 
on top of my crop cage. I was so thrilled to have 
such a great view of him. That was until the juvenile 
female bluebird came swooping in, crashed into him, 
and knocked him off of my crop cage. The downy fell 
several feet but managed to turn over in midair and 
take off flying. The next day, Saturday, May 19, all 
three family members continued building the nest for 
the second clutch.

On Sunday, May 27, the female laid two eggs. I hope 
I get to see another fledging event somewhere around 
the 1st of July. I have not seen the juvenile female 
again since that Saturday when she was helping to 
build the nest. I never dreamed of seeing something 
like that and certainly never thought I would see a 
juvenile actively defending the territory around the 
box. I hope she is okay and somewhere nearby.

A First Bluebird Box Experience
Darrell Ashworth

Eastern Bluebird Eggs Hatch after Cold Exposure
Herb Unkrich

On April 5 I had my first egg. On the night of the second egg the temperature 
dropped to 17°F. The third egg saw 23° and the last two saw 29°. About a week 

into incubation I saw the female off the nest so I got my infrared thermometer and did 
a quick temperature check. What I found really made me worry more. One egg was 
73°, two were in the mid-60s and the other two were mid-50s.

April 23 was hatch day and I stuck my phone in the slot (a lot of my boxes are slotted 
design) at 7:00 a.m. and took a picture (at right). You could have knocked me over with 
a feather. Two eggs had completely hatched and one had a crack all the way around. 
At noon the phone was back in the slot, and showed that the other two had hatched. I 
witnessed this and still can't believe that eggs could hatch that saw 17°!
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Large mealworms now available!
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In the winter of 1979 the first issue of Sialia (the 
forerunner of Bluebird) was published and it 
contained an article entitled, “Where do we go 

from here?” written by Robert M. Patterson, at the 
time the president of NABS. That article discussed 
the abundance and distribution of bluebirds in North 
America (NA) based on information in the North 
American Breeding Bird Survey (BBS), which was 
then 13 years old. Today, 39 years later, I propose to 
revisit this subject because much has happened since 
then. 

Eastern Bluebirds (Sialia sialis; EABL) are found in 42 
states/provinces and on 2,131 (56%) of the 3,750 BBS 
annual spring monitoring routes in NA (Figure 1). 
This paper will consider what the BBS data is telling 
us about the distribution of the EABL, examine its 
abundance across its range, and also look at EABL 
population trends. Future articles will deal with 
Mountain and Western Bluebirds.

Figure 2 shows the computer-generated distribution 
pattern for EABL over those states/provinces where it 
is detected in the BBS. The darker blue color indicates 
areas of greater population density. From the map it is 
obvious that the continental stronghold of the EABL 
is in the US southeastern states from Virginia through 
the Carolinas and Georgia to Alabama. Another 

area with high EABL populations is eastern Kansas, 
western Missouri, southeastern Nebraska, Oklahoma 
and north-central Texas. It is curious that states like 
Louisiana, Mississippi, and Florida, seemingly ideal 
areas for EABL, are not as densely populated as 
some of their neighboring states. Of course, there 
are certainly many EABL in the rural areas of many 
other states/provinces, e.g., the Midwestern states, 
the Northeastern states/provinces and other places 
on the edges of the EABL range. Certainly, in some of 
the states/provinces on the edge of the EABL range 
there may well be localized high densities of birds. 
But broadly speaking the heart of the EABL range 
is clearly the areas described above and shown in 
Figure 2. The present-day northern limit of the EABL 
range seems to be lower thirds of the Manitoba and 
Ontario provinces and the western limit the western 
edges of Dakotas and Nebraska. Certainly, EABL are 
to be found west or north of those “limits” but not in 
great numbers (relatively speaking) according to the 
BBS data. There do appear to be some areas of higher 
EABL population densities developing in central 
Minnesota and Wisconsin—these are by far the most 
northern areas for such higher concentrations.

In addition, to the distribution it is also possible to 

Current Distribution and Population Trends for the 
Eastern Bluebird: Questions Raised

Bernie Daniel, Ph.D.

Figure 2. The distribution of EABL in 42 states/provinces 
where they are detected based on data downloaded 
from the North American Breeding Bird Survey data. The 
darker the blue color indicates higher densities of EABL. 
For consistency and to be able to control the spatial scale 
this image was generated on the author’s computer with a 
QGIS Geographic Information System and using an Inverse 
Weighting algorithm.

Figure 1. Map showing the starting point of the 2,131 BBS 
routes where Eastern Bluebirds are routinely detected in 
the annual June surveys. These routes are located in 42 
states/provinces.
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examine the current population trends for EABL as 
calculated by the BBS. Figure 3 presents a plot of the 
EABL population changes across the entire breeding 
range from the start of the BBS in 1966 to 2015 (the 
latest year that data is available in processed format). 
It is clear from this plot that EABL populations have 
been increasing steadily since 1966. In addition, the 
plot shows that EABL populations recovered rapidly 
after the two winters of extreme cold and snow cover 
in 1976 through 1978. During that cold period up to 
90% of wintering EABL populations were lost due 
to starvation and exposure. In the relatively milder 
weather conditions that followed these mid-1970s 
losses were essentially erased by the mid-1980s. In 

addition, by the mid-1990s, roughly three decades 
after the lowest point, EABL populations were 
approximately twice what they were before 1976. 
All of this is very encouraging news. However, a 
concerning trend is also apparent in the Figure 3 plot, 
namely since approximately 2000 the rate of EABL 
population gains have slowed and nearly halted. 
The red line (Figure 3) is the computed slope of the 
graph from 2000 to 2015. For some reason, the steady 
increase in EABL numbers seen from 1978 to 2000 in 
the BBS is no longer occurring.

Table 1 summarizes the data shown in Figure 3 in 
a tabular format. Thus, looking across the entire 
sampling period (i.e., 1966 to 2015) it is evident that 
EABL populations have been expanding at a rate of 
approximately 1.5% per year. The growth rate has 
been generally higher in Canada than the US. It is not 
clear why the growth rate is higher there, however 
perhaps it is due in part to the existence of relatively 
greater expanses of habitat to exploit (note too that 
the much smaller sample sizes make the Canadian 
population estimates less reliable). Looking over 
the entire period sampled (1966–2015) it is clear that 
EABL numbers have increased. However, as noted 
above, it is not as encouraging if one looks only at the 
last 10–15 years of the survey period (i.e., 2000–2015). 
Over this period the rate of EABL population growth 
has slowed dramatically (cf. the plot in Figure 3). 
Specifically, over the last 10 years shown the average 
growth in the EABL population was only 0.11% per 
year across its entire NA range. Looking just at the 
US, EABL populations have stopped growing and 
have remained constant (i.e., since 2005–2015 growth 
rate has been only 0.07% per year). In contrast, 
the EABL population in Canada has continued to 
increase over the entire time period. The situation 
for Canada looks more encouraging but as noted 
previously a relatively small percentage of EABL are 
found there and the data is not as reliable due to the 

Figure 3. Eastern Bluebird population trends across its 
entire range in NA over the entire period of the BBS. 
The count index is a relative measure of the frequency 
the bird was detected in all surveys for each year. (this 
plot is adapted from the BBS website).  The red line is my 
calculated slope of the plot (Index versus Year) over the 
last 15 years (2000 to 2015) of the BBS.

Table 1. Trends for Eastern Bluebird populations over the BBS range.

Region
Number 
of routes

1966 
to 

2015 
trend 
(%)

1966 to 
2015 

confidence 
interval

2005 
to 

2015 
trend 
(%)

2005 to 2015 
confidence 

interval

Average 
number 
of birds 

per route
Canada** 240 2.47 0.99 to 3.73 4.06 –4.53 to 8.72 0.12
United States*** 2,295 1.49 1.29 to 1.70 0.07 –0.49 to 0.63 4.45
North America*** 2,535 1.5 1.30 to 1.71 0.11 –0.48 to 0.67 3.3
**Indicates that trend estimates for that region are compromised by either fewer routes and 
lower route densities, or relatively small numbers of birds and therefore exhibit relatively larger 
confidence intervals compared to estimates for regions marked by ***. The confidence interval is 
the range in which we are 95% certain that the real trend lies.
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fewer sampling routes and lower numbers of birds. 
From the confidence interval we can see it is possible 
that the trend in Canada actually negative also. It is 
reasonable and well advised to look for a reason(s) 
for this recent discouraging trend in EABL population 
growth.

The BBS also computes the population changes over 
smaller areas such as eco-regions (e.g., “Appalachian 
Mountains” or “short grass prairies”) and also by 
political boundaries—i.e., by state/province. Table 
2 shows EABL population changes in the 42 states/
provinces where EABL are found—again for the same 
two periods of time discussed above (i.e., 1966 to 2015 
and 2005 to 2015). 

Examination of Table 2 shows that many of the 
states/provinces have been experiencing losses 

rather than gains in their EABL populations over the 
last decade. Some states that stand out are Illinois, 
Indiana, Kentucky, and Tennessee, all of which have 
suffered a greater than 3% per year loss in their EABL 
populations. Again, keep in mind BBS estimates 
are based on an assessment of the size of the spring 
breeding stock and there are other measures of bird 
population that need to be examined. Still it is a 
troubling observation. In fact, over half (24 out of 42) 
states/provinces show a reduced growth in the later 
period compared to the earlier period (Table 2.).

States like Alabama, Oklahoma, Missouri, and 
Nebraska are in the heart of the EABL breeding range 
yet all show slower population growth in the later 
time period. This is troubling. In contrast, several 
states/provinces do show strong EABL population 
growth in the last decade (e.g., New Brunswick, 

State/
Province

Total 
routes

1966 
to 

2015 
trend 
(%)

2005 
to 

2015 
trend 
(%)

EABL per 
route State/Province

Total 
routes

1966 
to 

2015 
trend 
(%)

2005 
to 

2015 
trend 
(%)

EABL 
per route

Alabama*** 96 2.37 1.7 9.43 New Brunswick* 16 6.75 7.89 0.04
Arizona* 4 –1.05 –2.9 0.16 North Carolina*** 93 3.09 2.02 10.14
Arkansas*** 52 0.21 –0.22 7.62 North Dakota** 40 5.24 5.88 0.11
Colorado* 7 –0.51 –1.39 0.01 Nebraska** 37 3.8 0.57 0.52
Connecticut** 16 5.08 2.22 0.75 New Hampshire** 25 0.19 2.26 0.55
Delaware** 12 5.42 5.77 1.35 New Jersey** 33 5.84 6.97 0.33
Florida*** 78 1.33 3.26 1.84 New York*** 118 2.41 2.92 1.08
Georgia*** 101 2.34 2.42 8.98 Ohio*** 77 –0.54 0.36 4.6
Iowa** 37 2.87 1.37 0.74 Oklahoma*** 55 1.27 0.7 10.17
Illinois*** 101 1.03 –7.62 2.63 Ontario** 115 1.91 0.39 0.14
Indiana*** 62 –0.37 –4.96 4.92 Pennsylvania*** 124 2.14 3.92 2.17
Kansas*** 55 3.12 1.73 3.4 Quebec* 65 3.84 8.23 0.06
Kentucky*** 56 –2.83 –10.18 14.38 South Carolina*** 45 1.93 2.28 9.43
Louisiana*** 73 2.47 2.98 2.75 South Dakota** 36 2.4 2.97 0.15
Manitoba** 44 1.84 3.75 0.29 Tennessee*** 45 0.89 –3.04 14.37
Massachusetts** 24 1.27 3.39 0.25 Texas*** 138 2.53 1.17 3.15
Maryland*** 71 2.51 2.11 3.5 Virginia*** 57 1.89 1.17 8.49
Maine** 47 2.25 1.5 0.26 Vermont** 26 –0.16 –0.14 0.88
Michigan*** 86 1.81 –1.86 1.79 West Virginia*** 56 –0.3 1.51 5.41
Minnesota*** 73 2.93 –0.56 1.34 Wisconsin*** 95 1.01 –2.16 2.89
Mississippi*** 54 2.77 2.26 5.09 Wyoming* 7 1.68 3.29 0.01
Missouri*** 83 1.3 –2.67 14.97
***Regions where data are reliable, i.e., >14 routes in region where birds are seen with good precision and abundance. 
**Regions with data of less reliability with either <1 bird per route, <14 routes with good precision and abundance, or >3% 
change per year; * Regions with data of least reliability with either <0.1 bird per route,<5 routes with good precision and 
abundance, or >5% change per year.

Table 2. Population trends for EABL by state/province based on BBS data.
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New Jersey, New Hampshire, Manitoba, North 
Dakota). Again these are gratifying results but these 
jurisdictions are all located at the edges of the EABL 
range and contain only a small percentage of the total 
EABL population so these positive results are less 
certain and also of relatively lesser significance.

It is instructive to examine some of state level trends 
graphically. Thus, Figure 4 shows that states like 
Ohio, Illinois, and Missouri had positive growth in 
EABL numbers in the period from 1980 to 2000 but 
these trends have not continued as strongly into 
the last decades (compare 1980–2000 to 2000–2015). 
Even states like North Carolina and Alabama, which 
are in the heart of the EABL range, appear to be 
experiencing a slowdown for EABL population 
growth. These graphical representations are 
supported by the data in Table 2.

I believe that it behooves NABS to look into the 
reason, or more likely reasons, for this apparent 
decrease in EABL population growth. It is very likely 
that one factor accounting for these trends, in part, 
could be the weather conditions—e.g., unfavorable 
combinations of wet, cool springs, dry, hot summers 
and/or cold, icy winters create compromising 
environments that work against consistent EABL 
reproductive success. The destructive effects of 
weather, particularly adverse winter conditions, on 
EABL populations have been known since the work 

of Musselman in 1941 and later by Graber and 
Graber (1979), all working in Illinois. Similarly, 
in 1962 James documented a two-decade 
relationship between declines in the numbers 
of EABL seen on Christmas Bird Counts 
(CBC) and the severity of winter conditions. 
More recently a comprehensive study by 
Sauer and Droege (1990) provided convincing 
evidence that weather (specifically harsh 
winters in the mid-1970s) was responsible 
for dramatic declines in the spring breeding 
populations of EABL populations over much 
of its range. A still later study by Wetzel and 
Krupta (2013), working in central Kentucky, 
demonstrated a correlation between the mean 
winter temperature and the number of EABL 
observed in both the CBC and BBS. So it seems 
quite likely that climate (both spring/summer 
and winter events) could be a significant factor 
controlling these current, less encouraging, 
EABL population trends. There is relatively 
little we can do about the weather, but other 
factors could be affecting EABL population 
dynamics as well.

A second factor could be habitat issues. Could these 
include either losses of ideal EABL habitat or the 
“saturation” of the available acceptable habitat? 
This question needs to be examined in detail. The 
slower population growth in the US could mean that 
we are approaching the “carrying capacity” of our 
available EABL habitat. Carrying capacity is a term 
used by ecologists to describe what they believe is the 
limit of the available habitat to support a particular 
species. Could the continued relatively stronger 
EABL population growth seen in Canada indicate 
that there is simply still more habitat to exploit there 
compared to the US? On the other hand, one reason 
to be skeptical about blaming habitat issues as a major 
“culprit” is the fact that in most Midwestern states 
many acres of land have been enrolled in federal 
and state Conservation Reserve Programs (CRP). 
Typically, CRP enrollment results in land being taken 
out of row crop production and seeded in grasses 
and native forbs. Thus, in most cases, could CRP 
result in more acres of suitable habitat for EABL? On 
the other hand, funding at all levels, for CRP projects 
has been inconsistent in the last decade. It is certainly 
possible to examine the fluctuations in CRP acreage 
quantitatively over specific time and spatial frames, 
but the issue is not treated in this paper. 

A third factor could be competition from House 
Sparrows (HOSP). In their study in central Kentucky, 

Figure 4. Examples of EABL population trends over the first 49 
years of the BBS in six states. Because of the relatively smaller data 
set at the state level the uncertainty in each plot is greater. Similar 
plots for all 42 states or provinces where the EABL is found can be 
found on the BBS website: https://www.mbr-pwrc.usgs.gov/
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Wetzel and Krupta suggested that HOSP competition, 
in addition to winter temperatures, might have played 
a role in their observed impacts on EABL populations. 
However, we know that HOSP are decreasing, 
essentially across their entire range, so might it be 
counterintuitive to think they are a primary cause 
for declining (or at least not expanding) EABL 
populations? Using the BBS data, we can take a 
look at the possible involvement of HOSP in EABL 
population trends. Figure 5 shows a plot of the 
relative abundance of HOSP in each state/province 
plotted against the EABL population trend in the 
state/province. If HOSP competition was a factor in 
declining EABL population trends the plot should 
show a negative correlation, i.e., increasing HOSP 
abundance leads to smaller EABL population trends. 
Clearly the plot in Figure 5 (red line) shows such a 
relationship; however, the correlation coefficient for 
this plot (R2 ~0.19) indicates a very weak relationship 
and the  associated probability (p = 0.24) means that 
the observations summarized in this plot may be only 
a chance relationship. In one respect the lack of a 
definitive result is probably not unexpected because 
weather, habitat, and other factors vary dramatically 
in each of the states/provinces and would likely 
overwhelm any influence of HOSP competition at that 
scale. A conclusive evaluation of the impacts of HOSP 
on EABL population dynamics would probably have 
to be done on a smaller spatial scale or under more 

controlled situations.

A fourth possibility could be factors related to “us,” 
i.e., bluebirders and our nestboxes! Is it possible that 
we actually have decreasing numbers of bluebirders 
and hence a decreasing number of nestboxes being 
made available across the EABL habitat range in 
NA? If so might this lead to a decrease in growth 
in the EABL population? At this time, I do not 
have any hard data bearing on this question. Is it 
quite possible that such information does not exist? 
But close examination of several parameters we 
can access might provide us some insight on this 
question:

1. What are the membership trends in our various 
bluebird societies? Are our numbers growing, 
remaining constant, or are they declining? 
Would these estimates of membership provide 
an estimate as to the total number of individuals 
tending nestboxes today compared to the recent 
past?

2. What is the average age of our membership? 
If our membership is “aging” this could also 
indicate whether we are “holding our own” or 
we are “losing ground” in our efforts to provide 
EABL with safe places to reproduce. 

Finally, there is most likely another data set that 
might provide an insight into the reasons for changes 
in EABL population dynamics: a careful analysis of 
annual EABL production (nestboxes, nests, eggs, 
hatched, fledged) at the local (e.g., state/province) 
scale. Many of our Affiliates keep records of annual 
production. Might analysis of this data from different 
areas and over different time periods provide some 
insight? A comparison of the number of nestboxes 
offered versus the number of nests attempted could 
give insight as to the abundance of EABL breeding 
pairs. Assessment of the number of eggs laid to 
the number of birds fledged is a measure of the 
effectiveness of our trail management practices. If 
EABL production (fledgling numbers) is increasing at 
a local scale across many areas it is possible that the 
declining numbers of birds seen in the BBS program 
are not directly tied to the actual size of the EABL 
population present and active during the breeding 
season. 

One final question would be is it possible that 
the data collected in the Cornell Laboratory of 
Ornithology NestWatch program can be employed to 
address the question of EABL population dynamics 
raised in this paper? 

Figure 5. Plot of EABL population trend estimate vs. HOSP 
abundance in each of the 42 states/provinces in which EABL 
are seen in the BBS. The black line is the “baseline” (i.e., 
EABL Trend Estimate = 0) and the red line is the plot line.
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In summary, the population trends for EABL are 
constantly changing. In some obvious cases we have 
a good understanding why the changes are occurring 
(e.g., extreme winter weather) but in other cases it 
is less clear what is happening. The good news is 
that, despite these fluctuations, EABL populations 
are generally strong and apparently stable at this 
time. The biggest concern is that across all of NA 
and in many sub-regions (e.g., the states/provinces) 
EABL populations now showing either decreasing 
trends or they are increasing more slowly than 
in past decades. If this trend were to continue or 
accelerate it will likely lead to reductions in EABL 
numbers or a contraction in its range. Currently, 
most organizations that monitor the status of bird 
populations rank EABL (e.g., Partners in Flight) as a 
species of “lowest concern,” that is EABL numbers 
are stable and “healthy.” Still it seems obvious, based 
on the assessment of spring breeding stock that the 
steady positive growth that we observed in the 1980s 
to 1990s is no longer occurring. Thus, it would be 
prudent to keep a close watch on EABL population 
changes in the future.
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Terry McGrath wrote: "Ron Brenneman of the South Carolina Bluebird Society added these cards to his 
collection. He found them in an antique shop in Hanover, Pennsylvania, and they are copyrighted 1898 by the 
Singer Manufacturing Co. This is No. 9 in the American Singer Series."

Bluebirds Everywhere

Ellen Seward (trail monitor in New Jersey) wrote, "My 
husband, Tom, and I vacationed in Bermuda April17–22. 
Prior to leaving I checked what flora and fauna we 
might see.  We were happy to see Eastern Bluebirds 
daily while touring the island, perching and at nesting 
boxes! I emailed Stuart Smith at the Bermuda Bluebird 
Society and he was monitoring a productive trail.  We 
also ran into the president of the Bermuda Audubon 
Society and he said there were ~600 pairs of them 
there! We were pleasantly surprised that the $2.00 bill 
there has an imprint of an Eastern Bluebird. I brought a 
couple home."

“Bluebirds Everywhere” is a feature that celebrates the widespread and creative uses of bluebird images 
and the word “bluebird” itself. We invite you to submit your own images and ideas—simply email them to 
NABSeditor@gmail.com or mail them to NABS Editor, 5405 Villa View Dr., Farmington, NM 87402. Let’s see 
what bluebirds you can find!

Really, what could be better than bluebirds and pizza??? One of 
Roseburg, Oregon's finest pizza places is locally owned Bluebird 
Pizza. Owners Ric and Tami Webb strive to make their menu of 
Italian favorites as healthy as possible, offering gluten-free options and 
working to reduce the sodium and sugar levels. Learn more (and drool 
over pictures from their menu) at https://bluebird.pizza/
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Affiliates Assigned to Each NABS 
Regional Representative

Jim Burke: jburke@nabluebirdsociety.org
Bluebird Hollow Farm (GA)
Bluebird Recovery Program (MN)
Bluebirds Across Nebraska
Bluebirds of Iowa Restoration
Florida Bluebird Society
Iowa Bluebird Conservationists
Johnson County Songbird Project (IA)
Michigan Bluebird Society
Missouri Bluebird Society
North Carolina Bluebird Society
Ontario Eastern Bluebird Society
South Carolina Bluebird Society
Tampa Audubon Society (FL)

Kathy Kremnitzer: KathyK@nabluebirdsociety.org
Audubon Society of Northen Virginia 
Bermuda Bluebird Society
Maryland Bluebird Society
Mid-Coast Audubon Society (ME)
New Jersey Bluebird Society
Potomac Valley Audubon Society (WV)
Tennessee Bluebird Society
Virginia Bluebird Society

Jim Engelbrecht: jime@nabluebirdsociety.org
Bluebird Society of Pennsylvania
Bronx River - Sound Shore Audubon Soc’y (NY)
Michael Kudish Natural History Preserve (NY)
New York State Bluebird Society
Orleans Bluebird Society (NY)
Purple Martin Conservation Association (PA)

Jane Brockway: janebrockway@nabluebirdsociety.org  
Calgary Area Nestbox Monitors (AB)
Ellis Bird Farm, Ltd (AB)
Golden Eagle Audubon Society (ID)
Montana Bluebird Trails
Mountain Bluebird Trails Conservation Soc’y (AB)
Prescott Bluebird Recovery Project (OR)
Rocky Mountain Blues (ID)

Bernie Daniel: bdaniel@nabluebirdsociety.org
Bluebird Team SMG (IN)
Bond County Bluebird Society (IL)
Brown County Bluebird Club (IN)
East Central Illinois Bluebird Society
Hendricks County Bluebird Society (IN)
Indiana Bluebird Society
Kentucky Bluebird Society
Michigan Audubon Society
Northwest Illinois Bluebird Recovery Program
Ohio Bluebird Society
Southern Illinois Audubon Society

Vicki Butler: vbutler@nabluebirdsociety.org
Bluebird Restoration Assn of Wisconsin
Lafayette County Bluebird Society (WI)
California Bluebird Recovery Program
Southern California Bluebird Club

Kevin Corwin: KCorwin@nabluebirdsociety.org 
Bella Vista Bluebird Society (AR)
Bring Back the Bluebirds Project (BC)
Colorado Bluebird Project
Friends of the Bluebirds (MB)
Louisiana Bayou Bluebird Society
Oklahoma Bluebird Society
Southern Interior Bluebird Trail Soc’y (BC)
Texas Bluebird Society
Tucson Audubon Society (AZ)

An important part of out effort to increase and improve our communications with the Affiliates is to 
ensure you know who your Regional Representatives are and how to contact us. Listed below are all the 

NABS Regional Representatives with our NABS email addresses, and the Affiliate organizations each of us 
is assigned to support. Although we expect to communicate primarily with the person named in each of the 
Affiliate listings on the last pages of this journal, we welcome the opportunity to correspond with any Board 
Members or Officers of the Affiliates. These assignments are effective as of June 1, 2018.
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Affiliates of the North American Bluebird Society

Alberta
Calgary Area Nestbox Monitors
Ron Reist
5720 59th Ave.
Olds, AB T4H 1K3 - CANADA
403-994-1155
rreist56@gmail.com

Ellis Bird Farm, Ltd.
Myrna Pearman
P.O. Box 5090
Lacombe, AB T4L 1W7 - CANADA
403-885-4477
403-887-5779
mpearman@telus.net
www.ellisbirdfarm.ca

M ountain Bluebird Trails 
Conservation Society

Joe Michielsen
2123 22nd Street
Coaldale, AB T1M-1H6 – CANADA
403-345-4777
joe.michielsen@hotmail.com
www.bluebirdtrails.org

Arizona
Tucson Audubon Society
Jonathan Horst
300 E. University Blvd. #120
Tucson, AZ 85705
520-971-6238
jhorst@tucsonaudubon.org
www.tucsonaudubon.org

Arkansas
Bella Vista Bluebird Society
Leon Wehmeyer
15 Banff Lane
Bella Vista, AR 72715
479-855-1642
lwehm@sbcglobal.net
www.BVBluebirds.com

Bermuda
Bermuda Bluebird Society
Stuart Smith
#2 Up and Down Lane
Paget DV 03, Bermuda
441-777-9856
smitty@ibl.bm
www.Audubon.BM/Conservation/Blue-
bird

British Columbia
Bring Back the Bluebirds Project 
Cowichan Valley Naturalists' Society
Genevieve Singleton
6015 Mary St.
Duncan, BC V9L 2G5 - CANADA
250-746-8052
twinflower4@gmail.com
www.cowichanbluebird.ca

Sou thern Interior Bluebird Trail Society
Ray Town
P.O. Box 277
Logan Lake, BC V0K 1W0 - CANADA
250-523-9474
info@bcbluebirds.org
www.bcbluebirds.org

California
California Bluebird Recovery Program
Dick Blaine
22284 N. De Anza Circle
Cupertino, CA  95014
408-257-6410
dick@theblaines.net
www.cbrp.org

Southern California Bluebird Club
Jo-Ann Coller
18132 Larkstone Dr.
Santa Ana, CA 92705
joann1@socal.rr.com
www.socalbluebirds.org

Colorado
Colorado Bluebird Project
Audubon Soc of Greater Denver
Kevin Corwin - 720-482-8454
9308 S Wadsworth Blvd
Littleton, CO 80128
303-973-9530
bluebirdproject@denveraudubon.org
www.denveraudubon.org/conservation/
bluebird-project/

Florida
Florida Bluebird Society
Faith Jones
763 Mallard Dr.
Sanford, FL 32771
407-415-0705
floridabluebirdsociety@gmail.com
www.floridabluebirdsociety.org

Tampa Audubon Society
Mary Miller
P.O. Box 320025
Tampa, FL 33079
813-951-8145
limpkin1945@verizon.net
www.tampaaudubon.org

Georgia
Bluebird Hollow Farm
Ray & Charlotte Burnfin
3400 Bronco Road
LaFayette, GA 30728
706-638-5906
ray@bluebirdhollowfarm.com 
http://bluebirdhollowfarm.com

The North American Bluebird Society serves as a 
clearinghouse for ideas, research, management, 
and education on behalf of bluebirds and other 
native cavity-nesting species. NABS invites all 
state, provincial, and regional bluebird organiza-
tions to become NABS Affiliates in a confedera-
tion of equals working together in a partnership 
in international bluebird conservation. No cost is 
associated with affiliating with NABS. Your af-
filiated organization will be listed on the NABS 
website and in Bluebird. To find out more about 
becoming a NABS Affiliate please contact Kevin 
Corwin at KCorwin@nabluebirdsociety.org. If 
your organization is listed below, please review 
your listing to ensure it is current and send any 
changes to Kevin at the email address listed 
above. Thanks!
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Idaho
Golden Eagle Audubon Society
Pam Conley
P.O. Box 8261
Boise, ID 83707
Pam_Conley@q.com
www.GoldenEagleAudubon.org

Rocky Mountain Blues
David Richmond
HC 67  Box 680
Clayton, ID 83227
208-838-2431
fowest@custertel.net

Illinois
Bond County Bluebird Society
James E. Wilson, D. Mus
502 Shannon Drive
Greenville, IL 62246-1359
618-664-1045
w.j.wilson@sbcglobal.net

East Central Illinois Bluebird Society
Paul or Janice Thode
2420 County Road 0 North
Broadlands, IL 61816
217-834-3050
janice_thode@yahoo.com

Northwest Illinois BBRP
Dick Bach
9262 Fitzsimmons Rd.
Stockton, IL 61085
815-947-3575
Kiritemoa35@gmail.com
www.jdcf.org

Southern Illinois Audubon Society
Laraine Wright
P.O. Box 222
Carbondale, IL 62903-0222
618-457-8769
LARAINEWRIGHT66@gmail.com
www.siaudubon.org

Indiana
Bluebird Team SMG, Sunnyside 

Master Gardeners
Ray Weatherholt
1180 Nance Lane
Lanesville, IN 47136
812-725-2009
r.weatherholt@twc.com

Brown County Bluebird Club
Dan Sparks
2634 Scarce O Fat Ridge Rd.
Nashville, IN 47448
812-200-5700
360-361-3704 f
b4bluebirds@yahoo.com

Hendricks County Bluebird Society
M. Huber
3970 W. County Road 100 S.
Danville, IN 46122
317-745-3317
70mlbh@gmail.com
 
Indiana Bluebird Society
Ken Murray
P.O. Box 134
Rensselaer, IN  47978-0134
219-866-3081
ibs07@rhsi.tv
www.indianabluebirdsociety.org

Iowa
Bluebirds of Iowa Restoration
Jaclyn Hill
2946 Ubben Ave
Ellsworth IA 50075-7554
515-836-4579
jaclynhill@netins.net

Iowa Bluebird Conservationists
Chris Parks
P.O. Box 302
Griswold, IA 51535
712-520-2103 cell
chparks@gmail.com

Johnson County Songbird Project
Jim Walters
1033 E Washington
Iowa City, IA 52240-5248
319-466-1134
jcmwalt@infionline.net

Kentucky
Kentucky Bluebird Society
Philip Tamplin, Jr.
26 Poplar Hill Rd.
Louisville, KY 40207
502-426-7500
philip.tamplin@gmail.com
www.biology.eku.edu/kbs

Louisiana
Louisiana Bayou Bluebird Society
Sheryl Cooper Bassi
356 Lord Road
Oak Ridge, LA 71264
sherylbassi@hughes.net
www.labayoubluebirdsociety.org

Maine
Mid-Coast Audubon Society
John Weinrich
P.O. Box 548
Damariscotta, ME 04543
207-563-2930
jweinrich@roadrunner.com
https//Midcoast.MaineAudubon.org

Manitoba 
Friends of the Bluebirds
Herb Goulden
3407 Rosser Ave.
Brandon, MB  R7B 2P9 - CANADA
204-728-8370
ggoulden@mts.net
www.mbbluebirds.org/

Maryland
Maryland Bluebird Society
Kathy Kremnitzer
19305 Deer Path
Knoxville, MD 21758
301-676-9371
griffin459@myactv.net
www.mdbluebirdsociety.org

Michigan
Michigan Audubon Society
Rochelle Rook
P.O. Box 15249
Lansing, MI 48901
517-580-7364
rrooke@michiganaudubon.org
www.michiganaudubon.org

Michigan Bluebird Society
Kurt Hagemeister
P.O. Box 2028
Ann Arbor, MI 48106-2028
734-663-9746
khagemeister@michiganbluebirds.org
www.michiganbluebirds.org

Minnesota
Bluebird Recovery Program
Audubon Chapter of Minneapolis
P.O. Box 984
Faribault, MN 55021
Carrol Johnson
507-664-9433
mnbluebirder@hotmail.com
www.bbrp.org

Missouri 
Missouri Bluebird Society
Steve Garr
P.O. Box 105830
Jefferson City, MO 65110
573-638-2473
steve@birds-i-view.biz
www.missouribluebird.org

Montana
Mountain Bluebird Trails, Inc.
Lisa Rakich
P.O. Box 794
Ronan, MT 59864
406-925-0025
president@mountainbluebirdtrails.com
www.mountainbluebirdtrails.com
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Nebraska
Bluebirds Across Nebraska
Steve Eno
2500 W. James Dr.
Raymond, NE 68428
402-783-3011
info@bbne.org
www.bbne.org

New Jersey
New Jersey Bluebird Society
Allen C. Jackson
37 Porreca Drive
Millville, NJ 08332
856-327-4861
609-805-4073 (cell)
aljaxn@aol.com
www.njbluebirdsociety.org

New York
Bro nx River - Sound Shore Audubon 

Society
Sandy Morrissey
Scarsdale, NY
914-949-2531
www.brssaudubon.org

Mic hael Kudish Natural History Preserve
David Turan
2515 Tower Mountain Rd
Stamford, NY 12167
607-242-1260
info@mknhp.org

NY State Bluebird Society
Kevin Berner
499 W. Richmondville Rd
Richmondville, NY 12149
518-294-7196
bernerkl@gmail.com
www.nysbs.org

Orleans Bluebird Society
Gary Kent
3806 Allen’s Bridge Rd.
Albion, NY 14411
585-589-5130
gkworking4u@hotmail.com

North Carolina
NC Bluebird Society
Ken Kernodle
3102 Doubleday Place
Durham, NC 27705
919-489-0095
president@ncbluebird.org
www.ncbluebird.org

Ohio
Ohio Bluebird Society
Mike Watson
PMB 111, 343 W. Milltown Rd.
Wooster, OH 44691
330-466-6926
info@ohiobluebirdsociety.org
www.ohiobluebirdsociety.org

Oklahoma
Oklahoma Bluebird Society
Brad Williams
17629 E. 120th St
Collinsville, OK 74021
918-688-1135
ChefBadBrad@icloud.com

Ontario 
Ontario Eastern Bluebird Society
Bill Read
24 Brant Place
Cambridge, ON, N1S 2V8 - CANADA
519-572-3633
billreadsbooks@gmail.com
www.oebs.ca

Oregon
Prescott Bluebird Recovery Project
Lisa Fratianni
P.O. Box 1469
Sherwood, OR 97140
503-816-1837
lfrat65@gmail.com
www.prescottbluebird.com

Pennsylvania
Bluebird Society of Pennsylvania
Dean Rust
253 Brook Farms Road
Lancaster, PA 17601
JULY7DS@aol.com
www.thebsp.org

Purple Martin Conservation Assoc. 
John Tautin
Tom Ridge Environmental Center
301 Peninsula Dr., Suite 6
Erie, PA 16505
814-833-2090
jtautin@purplemartin.org
www.purplemartin.org

South Carolina
South Carolina Bluebird Society
Mike DeBruhl
P.O. Box 5151
Aiken, SC 29804-5151
803-641-2092
cmdebruhl@atlanticbb.net
www.southcarolinabluebirds.org

Tennessee
Tennessee Bluebird Society
Chuck Cruickshank
133 Chanusi Way
Loudon, TN  37774
612-760-4193
chuck.cruickshank@gmail.com
tnsialia@gmail.com
www.tnbluebirdsociety.org

Texas
Texas Bluebird Society
Pauline Tom
P.O. Box 40868
Austin, TX 78704
210-201-5678
ptom5678@gmail.com
www.texasbluebirdsociety.org

Virginia
Audubon Society of Northern Virginia
Laura McDonald
11100 Wildlife Center Drive, Suite 100
Reston, VA 20190
703-438-6008
info@audubonva.org
www.audubonva.org

Virginia Bluebird Society
Cathy Hindman
726 William St
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
703-470-7425
vbs@virginiabluebirds.org
www.virginiabluebirds.org

West Virginia
Potomac Valley Audubon Society
Kristin Alexander
P.O. Box 578
Shepherdstown, WV 25443
304-676-3397
Kristin@potomacaudubon.org
www.potomacaudubon.org

Wisconsin
Blu ebird Restoration Assoc of Wisconsin
Patrick Ready
815 Sky Ridge Dr.
Madison, WI 53719
608-239-0791
birdsready@gmail.com
www.braw.org

Lafayette County Bluebird Society
Carol McDaniel
9320 Wicks Rd.
Gratiot, WI 53541
608-922-2473
bluebirdhouse.org@gmail.com
www.bluebirdhouse.org



A great big THANK YOU to these NABS Sponsors!
Our sponsors support the work of NABS through an annual contribution

True Blue Level (at least $250; available only to NABS Affiliates)

Bronze Level (at least $500)

Nestbox Neighbors (at least $100; available only to NABS Affiliates)

Silver Level (at least $1,000)

Vicky Larkin

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
AUDUBON SOCIETY

Gold Level (at least $2,500)
Lordi Marker Family Foundation

Hendricks 
County 
Bluebird 
Society
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Payment must be in U.S. funds.
   Mail to:  NABS Treasurer, P.O. Box 7844, 

Bloomington IN 47407
An online membership form with payment through 
PayPal is available online at www.nabluebirdsociety.org

Renew Today!  Give a friend the gift of bluebirds!
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Subscribing  o $30  o $20
Supporting  o $50  o $40
Contributing  o $85  o $75
Guardian  o $110  o $100
Life     o $500
Organization  o $50
Corporation  o $125
A+    o $15  (one year, one-time introductory 

membership offer for Affiliate members only)
Name of Affiliate organization: _______________________ 
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